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When rock star Joshua Ravensong is accused of murder, Peyton must pit her professional
reputation against a growing attraction for the legend.Although the evidence is solid against him,
Peyton canâ€™t deny this is one bad boy she wants to save.
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This was a great book with again two stories going on at once. The author brought them both
together with excellence. You couldn't help but fall in love with the rock star, Joshua, the author
portrayed so well. I liked it because there was not a lot of violence given blow by blow just
suggested. I enjoyed the other characters in the book as well because they were very believable.

Peyton Marco and Jake are back. The series continues and although this one was a little slower, it's
still a good one. It also focuses around a character that the author writes another book about,
Joshua. Looking forward to book 4 and the book about Joshua. Keep them coming M L, I enjoy this
series.

I enjoyed this second book. It was a fast read. I liked how the characters got more real for me and

how there were people from the first novel woven into the plot of this one. It made me feel like I was
living there again to have real streets and places as the setting for these stories. A few issues were
left at loose ends but I am assuming I will see their end in one of the next books. Some real life
situations were brought into the plot and handled well. People do go through these kinds of
experiences and emotions in real lives. I enjoyed the book.

I have listened to all three books in this series and they get better each time. I enjoyed the audio
narration very much. This narrator's performance goes beyond reading the book outloud. She gives
each character a distinct personality and draws you in during the dramatic scenes. Good story,
characters that are believable and a great narration: a great combination. I can't wait for the next
book of the series.

This AUDIOBOOK is fantastic - just like the 2 before - POTRERO and TENDERLOIN. It's so much
more than a mystery. Author Hamilton satisfies the thriller and peaks the romantic interest as well,
creating homogenous crew of detectives and medical examiners and friends. Listening to the story
you feel like you are right there in their world. And Joshua Ravensong - his back story, his journey.
You can feel his emptiness but also his hope. Good job Hamilton - when can we look for #4!

Hamilton's use of first and third person narratives is compelling. Part and present are introduced
and continued smoothly. Some cop behavior comes across as juvenile and/or flagrant sexual
harassment. Female characters' names could be more varied. Overall a good story leading to
another rescued suspect by Peyton but it took the entire precinct to pull off the arrest.

This is the third in the San Francisco murder series by this author. They are all fast-paced and hold
you to the last page. Even if you've never lived in San Francisco, you'll recognize the locales and if
you ARE a native, you just may recognize some of the characters...in disguise, of course!

Thought it was a mystery, alas, it reads more like a romance novel, ala Danielle Steel. Peyton
rushes to judgment with Jake, guess what, she does the same thing with Ravenstock, obviously has
a slow learning curve. Also, why are men continuously referred to as 'delicious' and other ludicrous
terms, not in the least bit masculine? These are allegedly professionals and they 'drool' over any
man they see? Call it what it is, a badly written romance novel.
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